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Rulebook
STORY

THE COMPETITION

The year is 1971. You are a world renowned Mycologist

Roll your die as many times as you like during the

about to attend this year's Great Mycology Discovery

competition and write about the prompts in your

Competition.

chosen journal.

You were disgraced at the competition of 1970. Your
entry was found to be against the rules and you were

1

almost banned from competing ever again. You return

You discover a dark secret about the competition and its

to restore your name and avoid disqualification. It is

judges while wandering backstage. You foolishly peer

unfortunate that your rival, and former lover, also

behind a curtain and see something unbelievable.

happens to be in attendance.
2

You will need:

You overhear your name being spoken in a nearby group

A 6 sided die

and notice your rival, and former lover, is telling stories

Somewhere to record your thoughts

about last year's competition.

A SECRET

3

You have a secret you are attempting to hide from the

Lepidopterist of the Year Awards. Butterflies have

judges. Roll your die to find out what.

escaped into the hall causing terror and confusion.

1/2

4

You are a fungus fraud. You found someone else's field

Your rival, and former lover, is the current face of the

notes in the pages of a book from an old bookshop

competition's poster campaign. As a public service you

several years ago and have been living off their work

decide to remove as many of the most obnoxious ones

ever since.

as you can reach.

3/4

5

You were exiled from your previous life due to serious

An uprising has begun in protest of the strict category

breaches against the society you chaired. You took on a

rules this year. You find yourself the accidental

new identity and ran away to become a mycologist.

revolutionary leader.

5/6

6

You have no entry to the competition and you fully

Your rival, and former lover, approaches your table and

intend to steal someone else's at your earliest

asks for a look at your entry before the judging begins.

convenience.

Alone.

The convention centre has been double booked with the
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